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ABSTRACT

A gridded electrostatic energy analyzer (GESA) with a high 
output current capability was designed and constructed. Experiments 
on an electron beam in vacuuo and a low density nitrogen plasma were 
performed to verify operational performance.

A discussion of the theoretical background of this type of 
analyzer is first presented, along with the general materials consider
ations needed for operation in the experimental plasma environment. 
Design and construction factors affecting the energy resolution, signal- 
to-noise ratio, and systematic errors in the output are also, discussed, 
as well as requirement's for high speed sampling operation.

Experimental results are presented for the various situations 
of interest to this plasma group. Distributions generated by steady- 
state and pulsed electron beams are produced, also a limited number of 
plasma situations are explored. Finally, time resolved distributions 
for input signals decaying in time are derived from the pulsed electron 
beam to simulate proposed EMP measurements. All data agree well with 
expected curves, however sampling operation presents some as yet un
resolved problems for the full differential mode of the GESA.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Inherent in much work involving plasmas is the need to measure 
the number density of particles present versus their kinetic energies 
or velocities. Figure 1 shows a typical distribution function of ener
gies. Various measurement methods are available, however one of the 
most versatile and direct is the gridded electrostatic energy analyzer 
(GESA). This device uses a series of grids preceding a collector elec
trode to associate the particles1 kinetic energy with an electrode 
potential. Current due to particles depositing on the collector, pro
portional to the, distribution function, is measured a's a function of 
repulsive potential (V̂ ) bias on one of the preceding grids. Other 
grids control the type and number of particles entering the analyzer. 

The gridded energy analyzer is a device of long and varied
history. Instruments similar to the one discussed in this paper ap-

1peared as early as 1939. The concept of AC differentiation as we use
2it was reported by Leder and Simpson in 1958, while sampling operation

to produce time resolution was described by Chang, Swain, and Mix in
31973. A critique of performance variables was presented by Jones in
4 5 1978, and in 1974 Mau covered further details.

Plasma research at this laboratory has recently concerned the
interaction of large amplitude electromagnetic pulses (EMP) with a weak
nitrogen plasma simulating the ionosphere. Measurement of plasma

1
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electron temperature is crucial to theoretical work in progress explain-> 
ing anamolous absorption of the EMP, as observed in our experiments. 
While existing diagnostic instruments might have produced this informa
tion, the range of operation as well as the limit of resolution avail-. 
able indicated the need for a more sophisticated instrument.

1.1. EMP and Plasma System
Specific constraints of design were imposed on the physical 

dimensions and electrical characteristics of the analyzer by the plasma 
system. In this context the experimental system"is described as it 
appears in Figure 2, situated for EMP measurements.

The electron beam is confined within the main vacuum chamber,
75 inches in length and six-inch minimum diameter. A parallel plate,
TEM mode, waveguide is inserted between the endplate and 45 degree leg, 
with the electron beam plasma penetrating it for 30 inches. Various 
ports exist on both endplates and in the sidewalls of the main chamber 
to allow insertion of diagnostic probes.

-7A base pressure of 7 x 10 Torr is maintained by a six-inch 
diffusion pump and mechanical vane roughing pump. The intake is behind 
the cathode emission plane. Nitrogen gas is admitted by a metering 
valve into the opposite end to produce the required plasma density. 
Pressure is measured by a. Datametries Barocel capacitive bridge manom
eter, two ion gauges, and Schultz-Phelps ion gauge. The latter is used 
as the standard for this thesis.

An axial confining magnetic field is produced within the main 
chamber by seven co-axial external coils. Typical values for the field
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are 90 +, 1° gauss. There is a variable strength focusing magnet at the 
cathode end and a 440 gauss mirror at the opposite endplate. In oper
ation there is no variation of these parameters, and empirically opti
mum values are used. The presence of a linear axial field is beneficial 
to the operation of a GESA as lens defocusing effects are minimized. See 
Section 2„5 for further details„

The axial electron beam is emitted from a tungsten dispenser 
cathode of either.three- or one-inch diameter, depending on the experi
ment. An operating temperature of 1150°C is maintained by AC current 
in a direct heating filament. To accelerate the electron beam down the 
system, the cathode is biased negatively with respect to the stainless 
steel vacuum chamber. For the GESA experiments a range of 100 to 500

!volts was used. Full EMP operation, however, may require as high as two 
kilovolts at high plasma densities. Two grids, one at ground potential, 
and one variable, are used to control the current in the beam. The 
cathode should operate in the space charge limited mode, however surface 
poisoning with the one-inch unit made temperature limited operation 
necessary for a few experiments. Additional information regarding 
operation of the cathode and electron beam in a switched mode is found 
in Section 3.3.

To generate a plasma, the beam is injected into the main chamber 
and nitrogen gas is admitted through a needle valve. The plasma is 
generated by collisional ionization of the nitrogen, and the density is 
determined by standard microwave cavity perturbation techniques. Our 
operating densities range from 10^ to 10^ cm \  though lO^ cm  ̂is the



upper .limit of the GESA as outlined in Section 2.5. A typical plasma 
temperature, determined by Langmuir probe, is 2.5 eV for electrons.^

Electromagnetic pulses are generated by a charged line and reed 
switch at the endplate, transformed from 50 to 109 ohms by wideband 
transitions, and propagated through the system to a sampling oscillo
scope. The amplitude of these pulses is maintained at 1400 volts with
a risetime of 100 ps, falltime of 3 ns, and repetition rate of 125 

—1sec . The analyzer will eventually attempt to operate with the EMP, 
therefore the risetime and sampling rate are determined by these values. 
Due to the mechanical layout in the system, both waveguide and analyzer 
cannot be operated simultaneously.' A new vacuum chamber is under con
struction that allows joint operation. Further work needed to complete 
the transition to EMP measurement should be easily extendable from the 
sampled operation of this thesis.

1.2 . Need for the Analyzer 
As previously noted, the presently used Langmuir probes could 

have provided energy distributions under limited conditions. In addi
tion, the obscurity of some information concerning design resulted in

7researchers8 past mistrust of this type of GESA. While errors can 
arise from ignorance of design limits, a thorough treatment of the fac
tors affecting operation will provide a versatile source of data with 
excellent resolution. By 1979 the available literature accurately 
details various limitations and the design equations governing them, 
making the GESA a well documented device.
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The need for time resolution in measurement made the GESA re-

8ported by Mix, Swain, and Chang seem ideal. This instrument incorp- -;
orated three levels of operation: basic current collection, electronic
differentiation, and time resolved sampling. In addition, other sources
report that a linear system with axial magnetic fields, as we have, is

9ideal for operation of the GESA.
For the above reasons, Gary Hagedorn of this group constructed 

a four grid analyzer with 3/16 inch aperture in 1975.^ The instrument 
was successfully used to measure the energy of a 90 eV electron beam. 
Unfortunately sensitivity was much lower than expected, and combined 
with biasing problems, made measurements of either plasma or time re-. 
solved distributions impossible. As a result, the decision was made to 
greatly increase the aperture and to eliminate two of the four grids.

The present analyzer has a three-inch aperture, providing more 
than 250 times the area of the previous instrument and making it one of 
the largest ever reported. The two grids eliminated are normally used 
to repel unwanted particle species and to suppress secondary emission 
from the collector. Section 2.1 will outline why it was felt that 
normal operation could be achieved without them.

This analyzer was operated successfully up to energies of 350 
eV for a pure electron beam, and to 200 eV for a plasma. . Curves from 
.the various modes of operation are presented clearly showing the effects 
of collisions in randomizing the beam energy. The final stage of test
ing operation, time resolved sampling, was completed to the point where 
further work will require a new vacuum system and improved sampling



electronics. Various problems in operation by the method of Mix, Swain, 
and Chang were discovered when a plasma is present, but a return to 
digital processing of the data circumvented this development. Future 
operations with improved sampling timebase may allow full electronic 
differentiation to be used.



CHAPTER 2

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION AND DESIGN

The actual operating principles and the design factors governed 
by them are now considefed. External influences on the instrument 
design are also presented when applicable. It will be seen that as in 
most engineering tasks, trade-offs exist between the various performance 
specifications, This is especially true for sampled operation z where 
the fast risetimes necessary are incompatible with good sensitivity and 
resolution. Satisfactory compromises can be found, though, and an in
strument satisfying the required specifications has been built.

2.1 Basic Current Collection
Figure 3 is a diagram of our analyzer, showing the case, two 

grids, and collector electrode in symbolic form. Incident electrons are 
shown approaching the first grid from the plasma with some initial 
velocity (vq). The first grid is maintained at ground potential by 
electrical connection to the instrument case. The second grid (Ĝ ) is 
biased to a repulsive potential. Finally, a stainless steel plate 
serves to collect electrons that pass the discriminating grid, Ĝ . 
Insulating and yacuum sealing techniques are described in Section 2.6 
on the materials used in construction.

The fundamental principle of operation is the equivalence be
tween kinetic and potential energy as expressed by.

9
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2m v

  = -e 4> + Ef 2.1

In this case, (j> is the retarding potential applied by G ,, while E_ is 
the excess kinetic energy a particle may have after passing . Parti
cles (electrons) that approach the analyzer with less energy than -e# 
will reflect and return to the plasma, but those with greater energies
will pass to the collector and be detected as current.

Particles of opposite charge, such as the ions of the system, 
will of course be attracted by a potential repulsive to electrons. For 
this reason a positively biased grid is often inserted between the en
trance and discriminator grids. In our system, however, the ion energy 
is never expected to exceed 0.05 eV and the repeller grid may be re
placed by a large positive potential on the collector. This is supplied
by a 90 volt radio battery in series with the collector circuit for this
instrument, and has produced excellent results.

When particles of positive charge are the species of interest, 
the collector will either be biased close to zero volts with a repeller 
grid, or at some negative voltage to attract ions and repel electrons 
in the reverse of the process in the previous paragraph. In either 
case, secondary emission from the collector can occur when electrons of 
high E^ impinge upon it. While the large positive voltage bias for 
electron detection suppresses any flow to the discriminator grid, in 
the ion detection mode this current can flow. A fourth grid near ground 
potential is often inserted between G^ and the collector as a suppressor 
of this current. Since no ion mode operation is intended for this
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analyzer, and a positive bias on the collector is also helpful in sup
pressing space charge, this grid was also eliminated from the design.

The entrance grid serves only to isolate the interior of the 
analyzer from external electric fields and to provide a uniform wall 
potential to the plasma. Wall potentials arise whenever a plasma is 
confined by cold, conducting walls— creating a so-called plasma sheath. 
This is a layer of ions adjacent to the wall which tends to limit the 
flow of highly mobile electrons out of the plasma. The positive charge 
on the ions creates a potential barrier for electrons attempting to 
reach the wall and retains them within the plasma. This potential 
appearing at the mouth of the analyzer may be estimated as^

(_ev) ln(^on, 2.2
w 4 me

which gives a value of -6.35 volts for a Nitrogen plasma where eV, the 
electron temperature, is 2.5 eV.

At the collector the deposited electrons are withdrawn as output 
current through a 50 ohm coaxial cable. For an unknown velocity dis
tribution function, (v), and critical velocity (Vq) the expression for
the output current is

I(v ) = A e n / v F (v) dv 2.3o vvo

or, in terms of the energy distribution, F (E), and discriminator 
potential (V̂ )



The quantity A is the collector area, n is the plasma density, and the 
relation between vq and is expressed by Equation 2.1 when is zero.

The above equations, 2.3 and 2.4, are integral equations for the 
number distributions in terms of the experimental quantities. In the 
basic current collection mode the current is sensed by a micro-ammeter 
and recorded as a function of V . The discriminating voltage is swept 
at a low rate through the desired energy range, and an X-Y recorder is 
used to conveniently record the data. When externally calibrated the 
recorder error is minimal compared to other systematic errors. This 
experimental layout is diagrammed in Figure 4.

2.2 Electronic Differentiation
The integral energy distribution obtained from basic current 

collection must be differentiated to produce the desired energy distri
bution. The operation may be performed either numerically, as in Sec
tion 3.4, or electronically as presented here. The method used is quite 
satisfactory for noise levels at or below the AC input signal level and 
was developed by Leder and Simpson on page 571 and used by Mix et al. on 
page 1704.

Figure 5 is a typical integral energy distribution and a diagram
of the differentiation principle. For the increment of discriminator
potential (V ) there corresponds a I of collector current. When the d c
ratio of the two is taken, the derivative of the curve is found. If a
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small AC voltage is superposed on V^, and the component of I having the 
same frequency and a constant phase shift is measured, the differentia
tion concept is realized. The equation governing this operation is 
obtained by differentiating Equation 2.4,

— = A e n| (2m E)1/2 F (E) | = K (V,)1/2 F (E) 2.5dV. ‘ e 1eV _ dd d

where K is an arbitrary output scaling factor and the slowly varying 
1/2(V̂ ) factor is ignored for this mode.

The layout of components for electronic differentiation is shown 
in Figure 6. Beyond the items required for Section 2.1, an audio oscil
lator and Lock-In-Amplifier (LIA) are needed. The audio frequency must 
be capacitively coupled into the grid circuit, while the bias supply 
line should be low pass filtered if X-Y recorder operation is desired. 
Except under collector short conditions no isolation is necessary be
tween the collector bias supply and the LIA. In fact, faulty operation 
may result if any path to ground other than the current sensing device 
is provided. In principle, any frequency where both analyzer and plasma 
reactances are negligible is usable for differentiation; but external 
operating requirements as in Section 2.3 will usually limit the fre
quency to the audio range below 1000 Hz.

The LIA is the most critical component in this mode of opera
tion. Lower operating frequencies will result in long time constants at 
the LIA output for a steady reading. Noise levels of amplitude compar
able to 61  ̂will seriously degrade output stability and finally force 
the abandonment of this method. The Ithaco model 391A heterodyne LIA
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was used by this group because of its superior characteristics for most 
applications. We had no opportunity to check other types of Lock-In- 
Amplifiers for better operation in our environment, and it is possible 
that this type of LIA is more sensitive to our wideband, fully random 
noise than other instruments.

When the discriminating grid (Ĝ ) is operated with AC bias, a 
high source impedance may be presented by either the generator or as
sociated filter components. This is an undesirable situation from the 
standpoint of constant V^, as substantial loading of the grid by the 
plasma and beam occurs. An AC source impedance below 1000 ohms seems to 
be satisfactory in our analyzer, and limits the observable noise on the 
grid to 10% of the impressed AC signal. On the other hand, some type of 
current limiting should be available on the supply for V^. All too 
often the grids of these delicate instruments distort under the intense 
heating from the electron beam and short together or to the collector. 
This is obviously a sharp knee effect, and a power supply with internal 
current limiting to one ma is ideal. Otherwise, a 10 to 100 Kohm re
sistor may be added between the X-Y recorder and power supply? but not
after the point of V. measurement if accurate readings are desired.u

In operation, the amplitude of the AC signal determines the 
resolution of the differentiation process? therefore it should be kept 
as small as can be easily detected by the LIA. We found one to two 
volts p-p to work well with the Ithaco unit, and this is on the order 
of the fundamental analyzer resolution. Our normal frequency was 10 hz? 
but a range of up to 100 hz was tried, and LIA output quality was di
rectly proportional to the frequency. At 10 hz the LIA output time
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constant required for output smoothing was either 1.25 or four seconds, 
depending on the background noise. While not necessarily bad, these 
time constants reflect the rate of sweep for and force the total 
plotting time above five minutes. Therefore if, events with shorter 
lifetimes are measured, a high frequency must be used for

2.3 Sampled Operation
Operation of a GESA in the sampled mode is the culmination of

previous research on the instrument. Typically, sampling is desired on
nanosecond time scales, presenting severe requirements to all other-
component s . Mix et'al. report the use of sampling to produce time
resolution with a GESA in their 1973 paper. Here, the principles gov-'
erning sampling of a repetitive waveform are discussed? while factors
affecting analyzer design are covered in Sections 2.5 and 2.6.

Periodic input is implicit in sampling principles for all cases
where an AC waveform output is desired. The input must remain constant
in form for a period of time equalling the sampling interval multiplied
by the number of samples per display. For the GESA, this implies pulsed
operation of either the plasma or electron beam input? and in the case

-1 'of the EMP, enhanced plasma occurs periodically 125 sec . Without the 
opportunity to work with an EMP, it was necessary to pulse the main 
electron beam at a similar rate and develop a waveform suitable for 
sampling. The details of the cathode switching used to accomplish beam 
pulsing are contained in Section 3.3. When pulsed on, the beam typi^ ., 
cally developed 40 ma at 200 eV, similar to values for continuous oper
ation. Other than this periodic pulsing and the insertion of the
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sampling 1 scope in the collector circuit, no modifications of the 
previous operations were made.

The fundamental law of sampling was formulated by Nyquist as
follows.

where T^ is the sampling period and B is the bandwidth in hertz of the
sampled signal. This can be restated as

f > 2 f 2.7s — max

if f is the sampling frequency and fmax is the highest signal fre
quency. Unfortunately 2f^^ is a lower limit for optimum phasing con
ditions between the two frequencies. In the case of the GESA, we wish 
to sample at a fixed delay time after an external trigger while letting 
the AC discriminator frequency run uncoherently. This produces a re
quirement that

f = 10 f̂  2.8s d

if f is the differentiation frequency. It is now obvious that f. is d d
directly controlled by f , and f is determined by the external pulse

-1repetition rate— i.e., 125 sec . This is the relation that determines 
10 hz as the differentiation frequency.

Operation of the sampling analyzer is diagrammed in Figure 7.
At the time of beam turn-off, the beam pulser triggers the sampling
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1 scope. The sampling * scope is operated in the manual scan mode, as 
described by Mix et al. on page 1704. In this mode the user sets a 
fixed delay time after the trigger until the sample is taken. Sampling 
time for our 4.S2 Tektronix sampling plug-in is specified as 0.1 ns, 
after which the internal memory stores the acquired value until the 
next sample * Memory is not capable of holding the sampled value accu
rately for repetition rates less than 150 hz. In operation, a sawtooth 
output for zero input developed which had an amplitude always less than 
4% of the signal. While not insignificant as a source of noise to the 
LIA, this was not considered serious compared to system noise.

At this point, we have a construction of the input signal for a 
specified time after turnoff which is refreshed every eight ms. If the 
analyzer is now operated in the differentiated mode, we should be able 
to reconstruct any 10 hz components of collector current since the 
sampling criterion is met. If the voltage is now slowly swept in 
accord with the LIA time constant, the X-Y plotter will produce a plot 
of the energy distribution function at the specified time after turnoff. 
An obvious application of this is to watch either the beam or plasma 
decay after an initial excitement. The sampled experiments attempted 
to do this, but operation with the LIA was so unsatisfactory that nu
merical differentiation was finally used. Further discussion of the 
factors affecting full sampled operation and recommendations for future 
researchers are contained in Sections 3.4 and 4.1.
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2.4 High Speed Coupling 

When a sampling mode is used, the entire collector and coupling 
cable circuit must be suitable for the high speed response times re
quired. The bandwidth required for our purposes is approximately one 
Ghz, and sampling at these frequencies is usually performed with General
Radio 50 ohm co-axial cable. Reflections and impedance matching are a
primary concern, as well as the risetime of the analyzer collector. We 
now consider the coupling of the collector to the bias source and samp
ling input.

If time resolution of one ns is desired, as for the falltime of 
our BMP, the collector must be able to respond to current variations on 
this time scale. The response is determined by the risetime,

T = 2.2 RC 2.9r

The value of R is the 50 ohm resistance terminating the 1 scope input if 
the coupling cables are also 50 ohm impedance. C is determined by the 
formula for a parallel plate capacitor formed by the collector, grid, 
and case:

C = E - 2.10o d

A is the area of the collector and d is the spacing to the adjacent 
conductors. From the dimensions of our analyzer the G^ to collector 
capacitance is 40 pf while the collector to case capacitance is 2.6 pf. 
Using the risetime formula, a value of 4.73 ns is obtained. This is 
satisfactory for the tests performed in this thesis at 0.25 us
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resolution, but is marginal at best for the BMP measurements. A grid 
separation of 2 mm, rather than 1 mm at present, would give a of 2.5 
ns, a more acceptable value. The increased spacing must be considered 
in the light of parameter as discussed in Section 2.5.

The signal output from the collector must be matched as closely 
as possible to 50 ohm co-axial cable, both in mechanical and electrical 
design. The mechanical requirements made perfect matching impossible, 
but an impedance consistent with the allowable dimensions and inter
mediate between the collector impedance above 74 Mhz and the line im
pedance was finally chosen. The impedance for a co-axial line is given 
by

Z = 6° In (-) 2.11
(e) a

where b is the inside diameter of the outer conductor and a is the inner 
conductor diameter. We used teflon insulation for this portion of the 
analyzer, which has an e of 2.1 over the entire range of frequencies.
The dimension b was determined by mechanical design as 10.0 mm, so a was 
picked as small as mechanically possible, 6 mm. This resulted in an 
impedance of 21.15 ohm, and seemed an effective compromise to match the

9collector variations in impedance from 4 ohms at 10 hz to 50 ohms at
7.4 x 107 hz. Additional work could be done to broadband match imped
ances, however analysis with a reflectometer and actual sampling opera
tion gave a low reflection coefficient with the previous design.

Our source of collector bias is a 90 volt radio battery, of un
certain impedance characteristics. In addition, the GR cables are
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carefully designed to minimize reflections at junctions, and a method of 
inserting bias into the cables was needed. Fortunately a unit is avail
able that allows insertion of resistors and other small components into 
the line with good matching. The design used a 4700 pf capacitor in 
series with the co-axial cable, while the battery was connected across 
the capacitor through external shielded leads. The value of capacitance 
and the reflection characteristics were determined from reflectometer 
readings, and the unit functioned well in operation.

Cable length is reasonably critical for sampling, in that both 
too little and too much length will result in poor operation. Tek
tronix recommends at least two feet of cable between source and sampler 
to attenuate multiple reflection at the sampling input. An excessive 
length will present too great a capacitance to the analyzer and result 
in poor high frequency transmission. We used about four feet of cable 
and found this to be satisfactory.

Further design work should certainly concern the problems out
lined in this section as they represent some of the more intractable 
defects with the sampling method. The oscilloscope input impedance of 
50 ohms determines the load seen by the collector, and therefore the 
output voltage available„ Sensitivity was the greatest single problem 
in sampled operation, and this was a direct result of the 50 ohm im
pedance in an ultra-low current device. The impedance also determines 
the risetime in Equation 2.9, so we are presented with a fundamental 
limit for this type of operation; sensitivity must be a trade-off 
against speed.



2.5 Fundamental Design Requirements 
Where the past sections have concerned the operation of a GESA 

in the three modes and the external equipment needed for such operations, 
this section will look at the analyzer from an internal point of view.
The various design equations governing current level, energy resolution, 
time resolution, and effect on the plasma will be specified; and the 
design of our analyzer to satisfy as many as possible will be demon
strated. As we are looking at many researchers' efforts, responsibility 
for this work is divided among a number of sources, most listed 
previously in the introduction.

Figure 8 is the actual mechanical design of our analyzer. Con
struction details are covered in Section 2.6, except as needed for the 
theory. The major parameters of concern to us here are: grid hole
diameter, grid transparency, electrode spacing, and aperture area.

The primary factors determining analyzer energy resolution are 
the grid hole diameter and electrode spacing. Theory governing poten
tial variation across the grid plane for these variables is due to D.W.

12Mason. A planar surface with holes in it that is elevated above the 
surrounding electric potential will not maintain a constant potential 
across the holes. The expression derived by Mason for this variation 
is actually an upper bound, as it is based on a parallel wire grid 
structure rather than a mesh. The variation in. discriminator grid 
voltage is estimated by Mason's equation
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In the above equation, d is the electrode spacing, r is the grid wire 
radius, and a is the wire center spacing. Vq is the surrounding poten
tial and is taken as V , or +90 volts. Substitution of the dimensions 
in Figure 8 gives a value of -11% for a d of 1 mm and -5.64% for a d of 
2 mm. As with the collector capacitance, d is inversely proportional to 
a detrimental effect. Both values for d were used, however 2 mm was the 
separation for all the sampled experiments. It is expected that the 
reduction due to mesh type grid is at least a factor of two, and pos
sibly much more.

At the entrance grid a similar criterion must be met, however 
in this case the particle Debye shielding length is the determining 
factor. T.K. Mau, on page 152, states that the grid wire spacing (a) 
must meet the condition

k T 1/2
f l * d = ( 2_) 2.13

4'irn e

For 2.5 eV electrons this gives a requirement for n,

10 ■ 3n < 1.17233 x 10 cm 2.14

in our analyzer. If the electron beam is used, rather than a plasma,
the extreme case is that of low voltage and high current. The lowest
possible operating voltage is 10 volts, while the analyzer is limited
to measuring about 40 ma of beam current before thermal destruction.
At these two values the density of electrons may be calculated as 

8 — 31.167 x 10 cm . The Debye length at this density is calculated as
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1.2 cm, and is obviously not a problem. It is doubtful that any grid 
giving useful energy resolution would not also meet the Debye screening 
criterion, however a particularly unusual plasma state may violate this 
condition.

Another limit associated with the particle energy but affecting 
the grid biasing and separation is space charge in the analyzer. Every 
attempt should be made to eliminate any space charge appearing in front 
of either or the collector. The effect is to increase the potential 
barrier seen by approaching electrons and introduces considerable error 
in energy measurement. Both Jones on page 23 and Stephanakis et al. on 
page 1718 mention the problem of space charge. The ChiId-Langmuir Law 
is used to calculate maximum permissible current density as

J < 2.335 x icf6 - ^ 5- 2.15
(d)2

The minimum potential difference that appears in the analyzer is 10
volts from at minimum bias to the entrance grid. If d is 1 mm, the

-2maximum permissible current is 7.38 ma-cm . This would allow more than 
80 ma total to flow into the analyzer, far above safe operating condi
tions for thermal dissipation. In addition, any space charge in front 
of the discriminator grid is subject to neutralization by the ions in 
the front portion of the analyzer. Since the minimum potential differ
ences are likely to appear where the ions are permitted to enter, the 
above estimate is quite pessimistic.

The final factor critical to good performance is only applicable 
to time resolved operation. In fact, if continuous operation is
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desired, no performance conflicts will arise between any of the other 
parameters. In the time resolved mode, however, transit time of the 
particles within the device must be considered. Mix et al. provide a 
comprehensive treatment of this restriction for the electrode spacing 
on pages 1705 and 1706. The concept is that the transit time for elec
trons of varied energy entering the analyzer will cause electrons to be 
collected at times that correspond to the wrong retarding potential.
We wish to reduce the propagation delay of the electrons from to 
collector below a value determined by the analyzer energy resolution.
The relation developed by Mix et al. is

«V 1/2
Re «  <-^> 2.16

where

-
1 dE 
E dt 2.17

and

m 1/2
T = 2 d(j-|) 2.18

R is the ratio of critical transit time to the time of input energy 
change; T is simply the transit time for an electron with energy equal 
to the discriminator potential. The quantity E is the input electron 
energy, making dE/dt the rate of input energy change. For our experi
ment the characteristic EMP decay time is about 4 ns. The worst case
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for Rg is at the lowest measurable energy where the electron velocity
is lowest, in our case about 10 eV. For these values R is .265 whenE
d is 1 mm, while the square root of the energy resolution is .2236. At
higher energies satisfies the criterion. Equation 2.16. Therefore,
unless d is made substantially smaller, BMP enhancement below 50 eV is
not reliably measurable. In Section 2.6 we find that 1 mm is actually
the mechanical lower limit for d, so the instrument must be operated
at the time resolved limit in EMP work.

The only solution to this dilemma in any experiment needing
nanosecond resolution is to raise the input energy to the analyzer, or
lengthen the time scale of events. With many plasma events occurring
on our time scale, and with energies in the 10 to 100 eV range, the
sampled GESA may not prove adequately fast. In the test operation of
this thesis no such limit was reached, as the available rate of energy 

6 -1change was 10 sec . The assessment of this parameter in EMP operation 
is probably the most serious task awaiting completion of the new plasma 
system.

Mix et al. observed a perturbation in the plasma due to the
presence of the analyzer if grid transparency was too high. On page 1703
reference is made to the reflex Klystron effect, where electrons re
flected at the discriminating grid return down the axis of the system 
and generate standing waves with the incoming electron beam. This is a
concern only when measuring beam type phenomena, especially of high
energy.

The solution to this problem is reasonably simple, decrease the 
grid transparencies preceding Ĝ . The outgoing particles are attenuated



by the square■of the input transmission, since they must pass once in 
each direction. This is of assistance in adjusting the transparency 
since the collector current is proportional to the first power of the 
transmission. There is no particular criterion here, and each experi
ment will dictate its own acceptable value of reverse transmission^ The 
aperture area may be increased to make up for the current loss due to 
transparency, so the effect is rectifiable over wide ranges of input 
current.

Input aperture area is the least complex of all design param
eters, depending solely on the required sensitivity and input current
available. There is an upper limit determined by the rigidity of the

2grid structures, but this appears to be larger than our 45 cm surface. 
The current is given by the familiar relation

I = A e n v 2.19o

with all quantities as in Equation 2.3. The velocity may be taken as
the lowest value of interest in the experiment, which is approximately 

8 -110 cm-sec for our 2.5 eV minimum energy. At an output impedance of 
50 ohms, 0.2 ma is needed to produce 10 mv of output voltage. This is 
the limit of noise for our oscilloscope-LIA configuration, and probably
a good value for most low impedance work. For our minimum density of

6 - 3  2 10 cm the required aperture area is 13.3 cm , or about one inch in
radius. Since our largest electron beam is three inches in diameter,
the analyzer was designed with a 1.5 inch radius. Current levels were
adequate for all experiments, however noise levels from the plasma and
beam gave trouble In the differentiating scheme.
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An effect known as lens defocusing is mentioned in several 

papers, notably Mau'on page 156, The effect is one of particle deflec
tion in the region preceding the analyzer due to. the increasing poten
tial. The deflection occurs where curved equipotential surfaces appear, 
and an asymmetric force in the azimuthal plane is applied to the par
ticles. A magnetic field of sufficient strength will force the parti
cles in circular orbits and if aligned with the analyzer axis, directs 
the trajectories into the aperture. Any field sufficient to restrain 
collisional loss should also overcome the relatively mild deflections 
applied by a large analyzer. If a magnetic field* is not supplied, the 
edges of all potential surfaces should extend beyond the area of highest 
density, as lens effects will be most prominent at discontinuities.

The review of our electrical design is now complete, through one 
of the most important constraints has not been treated. Noise levels in 
the input signal and sampling oscilloscope will certainly affect the 
sensitivity. Of the two, input noise from plasma oscillations and 60 hz 
beam noise were much more significant. Any plasma oscillations will be 
extremely detrimental to electronic differentiation or sampling, and may 
force numerical techniques to be employed. Section 3.4 discusses this 
for the specific case of our system.

2.6 Materials Factors
While the actual physical dimensions of the analyzer are deter

mined from the previous five sections and the external system require
ments, materials suitable for construction are still unspecified. This
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is a field open to each experimenter and only a few practical points 
from experience are presented.

The most demanding performance is required of the grid material, 
for it must, be thin, transparent to the particles, resistant to bombard
ment, and rigid enough to maintain its spacing across the aperture. 
Greater transparency usually implies less thermal resistance and shear 
strength, where we operate at the limit of the material. Thermal over
load from beam currents in excess of 60 ma has repeatedly occurred, 
making grid replacement a frequent event.

At present, a satisfactory structure has been developed, except
ing the often reported thermal sensitivity. The grids are composed of 
100 wire per inch, electroformed nickel mesh that is stretched over a 
stainless steel annular ring and tack soldered in place. Utmost care 
must be used to achieve the maximum possible surface tension in the mesh 
fabric, without tearing. The pretinned ring is then quickly soldered 
onto the mesh, using as little heat as possible to prevent warpage. It 
is best to perform the entire operation on a flat aluminum plate where • 
the mesh may be taped down and excess heat dissipated.

Various experimenters have reported a number of insulating and 
spacing materials. Aluminum Oxide, Boron Nitride, Mica, and Teflon are 
commonly used with good results. A primary concern with plastics is the 
amount of vacuum outgassing that will occur, especially if exposed to 
particle bombardment. Because our grid support rings left only 0.492 mm 
for the spacers, teflon sheet was selected to fabricate them. This 
resulted in the derived 1 mm spacing with a minimum of effort and has 
caused no trouble. Non-exposed insulating material was selected as
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Lucite acrylic after some initial testing, though Boron Nitride might 
have been preferable. No measurable effect on the vacuum system has 
been observed from the Lucite though, and it was easily machined to the 
close tolerances required.

The collector metal is a subject of some debate; Stephanakis and 
Bennett discussed work function at the surface on page 1717. Usually 
this potential will be below 1 volt for a clean metal, however surface 
contamination can raise the work function to the point that it is corn̂  
parable to the analyzer resolution. A cleaning with standard vacuum 
techniques every time the grids were replaced eliminated this difficulty 
in our analyzer; for more permanent installations a Dag graphite coating 
as discussed by Stephanakis and Bennett may prove beneficial. Stainless 
steel was chosen for the collector material for maximum sputtering 
resistance.

Any O-rings which form part of the insulating structure should 
be checked for conductance under compression, as those with carbon 
coloring material will show resistances below 100 Kohm. This is of no- 
consequence for 50 ohm operation, but at higher impedances can certainly 
cause problems and may start fruitless searches for shorts.

Other non-critical structures such as the housing and compres
sion ring were machined from aluminum since no particular contradictions 
existed. Any lead wires exposed to vacuum should have teflon or other 
stable material insulation. The feedthrough for the grid wire was con
structed by sealing a tungsten wire into a glass bullet and could be 
inserted in any standard Swage-Lock vacuum fitting. No other precautions



beyond good vacuum practice were used, and the mechanical design pre
sented no complications during use.



CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL OPERATIONS

Experiments were conducted to investigate the performance of our 
GESA in the integral, differentiated, and sampled modes, The general 
operation for the first two modes is as expected, although several un
explained effects arise. In the sampled mode limits on differentiated 
operation are discovered, making numerical processing of the data 
necessary. To simulate EMP conditions, a system of cathode switching 
for the electron beam is developed. X~Y plots and computer generated 
graphs are presented to illustrate the data and errors resulting in each 
mode of operation.

3.1 Integral Operation 
Preliminary calibrations and initial set-up were performed in 

the integral mode, allowing maximum concentration to be placed on the 
analyzer rather than support equipment. The experimental layout has 
been presented in Figure 4, with a micro-ammeter and X-Y recorder as the 
sensing instruments. The input electron beam ran in vacuum at 41, 80, 
and 109. volts, and approximately 5 ma of current. Our first observation 
was the good collecting ability of the analyzer, as the output was 
easily measured on the 1 ua scale of the ammeter for even at this low 
beam current. No attempt was made to measure plasma electrons, as this 
phase of operation was only intended to verify the basic ability of the 
GESA to function accurately.

37
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The micro-ammeter output is plotted for a beam voltage of 41.1 

volts in Figure 9, and for 109 volts in Figure 10. The initial rise in 
current for less than 5 volts is due to the plasma ion current ar
riving at the collector. We biased the collector to various positive 
potentials below 120 volts, and found that above 80 volts the plasma 
current saturated. The desire to completely isolate the collector cir
cuit determined our choice of a 90 volt bias from a dry battery.

Figure 9 shows a current characteristic in agreement with all 
expectations, with a shallow slope at low voltages and a sharper knee as 
the higher energy portion of the distribution is passed. Below the 
steep slope, variations in level correspond to scattering of the elec
trons in the beam by residual atoms at the base pressure. Above the 
steep slope the plot remains at zero since no electrons are scattered, 
to increased energies by the cold neutral atoms in the system.

In Figure 10 the increased beam voltage expands the scattered 
region, allowing new features to develop. Of particular interest is the 
low voltage hump indicating the presence of plasma electrons and the 
anomolous rise before the main slope is reached. This rise is observed 
for many conditions of plasma and beam, though a low beam voltage or
high neutral pressure eliminate it. Also, since the peak of the dis^

/ • ■
tribution is at the point of maximum slope, a seven volt negative offset 
is present. The anomolous rise always accompanies this offset, each in 
inverse proportion to the plasma density and direct proportion to the 
beam voltage." In the differentiated mode, the effect is more obvious. 
and leads to the non-physical negative slopes discussed in Section 3.2. 
These effects are mentioned here only to show their independence to mode
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of operation and apparent generation within the analyzer itself. The 
minor oscillation observed at 122 volts is assumed to be noise in the 
system, and is not a true distribution function effect.

3.2 The Differential Mode
In practice, the differential mode provided the most satisfac

tory operation of all, excepting the still unresolved voltage offset and 
negative dip in the distribution function plots. This effect indicates 
a space charge build-up at the discriminator grid, and should be easily 
incorporated as a systematic error in output or else eliminated com
pletely by careful operation. The LIA gave smooth response at minimum 
<5V̂ , never requiring a sensitivity of greater than 30 mv for a 10 kohm 
load. The success of LIA operation relies on the high input impedance 
available (>_ 100 Mokm) , which allows a collector load resistor large 
enough for millivolt output levels.

With the layout of Figure 6, a great variety of beam voltages, 
input currents, and neutral pressures were analyzed. This provided a 
base of information on operation which demonstrated the capabilities of 
the GESA in all of our steady "state environments. The upper limit of 
beam voltage was determined by the maximum retarding potential appli
cable to the analyzer, about 300 volts. Input beam current had an upper 
limit of 60 ma for safe operating conditions without grid destruction 
or short circuiting. The neutral pressure was limited in two ways:
grid to ground and grid to cathode resistance decreased rapidly above 
-410 Torr— causing arcs at high retarding voltages, and the electron
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—zj.beam energy was completely dispersed above 10 Torr in any case, ren

dering it unmeasurable.
The next four figures are a series taken with increasing neutral 

pressure while all other parameters are held constant. As such, they 
provide an illustration of the absorption of energy from the beam by the 
neutral atoms, leaving a larger and larger spread of scattered energies 
in the input beam as density increases. The baseline rises while the 
peak falls as electron energies are distributed downwards by collisions.

Figure 11 is a distribution function for the electron beam at an
— ^energy of 119.5 eV and a neutral pressure of 7 x 10 Torrz giving an

' 8 - 3approximate plasma density of 4 x 10 cm . The previously mentioned 
offset is apparent as a 4.5 volt shift in the peak energy, even though 
at this pressure the negative dip is already absent. There is increased 
noise at energies below the beam level and variations as minor as those 
evident in Figure 11 should not be considered meaningful indications of 
plasma effects. Above the beam energy the plot is smooth, once again 
due to the lack of electrons scattered to higher energies. The LIA 
sensitivity is 100 mv and is not changed for the series of plots, allow
ing magnitude comparison.

Figure 12 is taken under identical conditions, except the neu-
-4tral pressure is now 1.8 x 10 Torr. As might be expected, the only 

significant effect is an attenuation of amplitude and broadening of 
energy in the beam. More noise is arising from the increased number of 
lower energy scattered .electrons; this still should not be 'interpreted 
as meaningful energy information.
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-4Figure 13 is taken at a pressure of 3.5 x 10 Torr. Extensive

noise is beginning to develop across the entire energy spectrum and the
number of electrons with energy less than 40 eV is seen to rise dramati
cally. The absorption of the beam is a relatively quick process as 
pressure is raised above a critical value, apparently close to the pres
sure of Figure 13 for this beam voltage. The higher values of the dis
tribution function above the beam energy seem to indicate energy
up-scattering, but the effect could also be due to LIA averaging of the
large noise component evident.

In Figure 14 the beam has been completely scattered into a broad 
energy spectrum extending past the beam energy, repeating the effect of 
Figure 13. This same result for a lower noise level indicates the scat
tering of the beam by broadband electrostatic turbulence,, as reported by

13other electron beam researchers. This mechanism has produced up- 
scattering in many cases for specific ranges of V^, 1̂ , and neutral 
pressure. The series of pressure runs was terminated at this point 
since the distribution changes little above the critical value for 
turbulent collisions.

As an example of the errors arising in low pressure operation.
Figure 15 is presented. The beam energy is 101.7 eV at an I of 8 ma,

( b
demonstrating high beam current is not prerequisite for this effect. As 
is typical, the negative peak occurs within one volt of the input beam 
energy, while the positive peak is shifted upward 9.3 eV. A large 
number of plots at various energies were made, establishing the energy 
dependence of the positive shift as a linear function of beam energy and 
verifying the negative peak correspondence to beam energy.
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Energy shifting and the appearance of negative peaks are well 

documented phenomena, notably by Jones on page 23 and Mix et al. on 
page 1705. In fact, much of the uncertainty in the use of the GESA may 
be attributed to these effects. Each experimenter seems to find a some
what modified error mode, and Mix et al. considered the negative peak to 
arise from sampled operation only. Jones and others discussed space 
charge build-up at the discriminator grid in connection with positive 
peak shift, and it is felt this is the cause of our effects. The lack 
of■Child-Langmuir Law performance as I varies is unexplained, but the 
pressure dependence indicates ion neutralization of space charge is 
occurring in the front section of the GESA.

Noise effects, as in Figures 12 and 13, can usually be inte
grated and attenuated greatly by a proper LIA output time constant, 
however a heterodyne LIA is limited to noise levels at or below the 
level of 6I for proper operation. Reasonable sweep rates made a 400 ms 
time constant desirable, but values as high as 12.5 seconds were used.
It is possible other types of Lock-In-Amplifiers would provide a co
herent output for higher noise levels, but such research must come when 
new equipment is acquired with the new EMP system.

3.3 Cathode Switching
To simulate the process of sampling an EMP input signal, a 

method of pulsing the electron beam had to be developed. Several 
methods were attempted, however reactive effects of the cathode and 
beam system finally dictated an electronic switch in series with the 
cathode supply to eliminate ringing. The circuit used gave a switching
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time near one us and minimized the ringing to 10% of.the level occurring 
when grid switching was used.

The entire cathode circuit is diagrammed in Figure 16, and is 
typical of all operation with the electron beam system. While an un
regulated cathode supply is used for non-pulsed experiments, it was 
quickly discovered that only a regulated supply could give a clean 
switched current. The Lambda supply used Included a variable bias 
referenced to the cathode which was used to supply the grid and control 
current level in the beam. The pulse and timing circuit was constructed 
by William Cramer in anticipation of other pulsed experiments, and gave 
time resolution sufficient to test the sampled mode without requiring 
development of a nanosecond resolution unit for testing purposes only. 
Switching performance and cathode current levels were observed on a 
Tektronix 465 oscilloscope by using a 10 ohm current sensing resistor 
and floating the oscilloscope at supply potential. The only problem 
encountered in operation was the reluctance of the one inch dispenser 
cathode to operate in a switched mode, giving only 10 minutes of pulsing 
before the emission began to degenerate.

Earlier attempts to produce satisfactory cathode switching con
centrated on the use of the system grid as a triode to vary the cathode 
current. Although a great variety of biasing schemes were attempted for 
this type of switching, a waveform could never be produced that had a 
clean turn-off slope. Ringing occurred at a level 10 times greater in 
amplitude than the actual current step, and was clearly detectable at 
the GESA. The actual switching element was a magnetic reed switch for 
the grid circuit, and while the turn-off slope was as clean as the
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electronic switch, the pulse timing jitter was in the millisecond range. 
These two effects were the impetus for development of the electronic 
switch.

Once the need was established, the electronic switch design was 
easily realized with a 2N5416 high voltage pass transistor acting as a 
saturated switch. The driver consisted of a 2N3439 current source and 
another 2N5416 to voltage amplify the five volt input pulse from the 
external timing circuit. Figures 17 and 18 are oscillographs of the 
switching current for a 200 eV beam. The falltime, portion of the wave 
is expanded in Figure 18 as this is the sampling interval, and aberra
tions in decay will affect the GESA signal. While the current still 
rings to -20% of its switching amplitude, it was not apparent where 
improvements could be made in the switch without losing speed, and 
timing jitter was still a greater problem in operating the sampling 
1 scope. This time base variation arises equally in the electronic 
switch and the timing circuits at a magnitude of +_ .25 us total jitter 
with respect.to the reference pulse. The sampling resolution was 
limited to this value, which introduced major error in the distributions 
obtained since the input varied so widely over 0.5 us. The EMP pulse 
would be a much more suitable source for this mode of operation as the 
total jitter is insignificant with co-axial delay lines used to feed the 
sampling oscilloscope. Even with this severe limitation, the sampling 
operation was tested satisfactorily, and all indications are that true 
EMP operation will improve, not degrade, the sampling performance.
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3.4 Sampled Operation 

Once the cathode could be switched in a satisfactory manner, 
sampled operation was easily achieved. Several fruitless weeks passed 
while it was established that differential sampling would only work for 
the best signal-to-noise ratios, but numerical differentiation of the 
sampled integral,distribution was always effective. Unfortunately, the 
quality of distributions produced electronically was substantially 
superior to that of the numerical method, and the full method should be 
employed whenever possible.

The sampled distributions obtained from the beam energy at suc
cessive intervals after turn-off are displayed on the following pages. 
The peak of the distribution shifts downward in energy as delay time 
increases in the expected manner, while the shape remains similar in 
all cases. The presence of medium energy scattered electrons is indi
cated by the skewing of the distribution downward at high energies and 
upward at low values.

Figure 19 is the distribution taken 25 us before turn-off oc
curred and should resemble a steady state plot since the beam is on at
all sampling times. The beam is operating at 201 eV with a current of

—645 ma. Neutral pressure was 3 x 10 Torr, which should give a low 
plasma interaction. Except for the delay time, all other experimental 
parameters remained unchanged for the series. The distribution peaks 
at 205.5 eV and is relatively narrow except for the low energy tail, 
as expected for a low, but not negligible, neutral pressure.

The distribution of Figure 20 is taken at a time corresponding
to the leading edge of turn-off. The peak has fallen to 200 eV and the
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distribution is less broad, though still similar to Figure 19. The 
change in shape is not large enough to exceed the error arising in 
numerical differentiation, so no conclusions may be drawn.

In Figure 21 the delay time has been increased to 1.6 us after 
turn-off, a convenient value to eliminate jitter noise. At this delay 
the beam has decayed substantially, and the distribution peaks at 107 eV 
while the high energy slope is elongated, the bulk of scattered elec
trons should fall in the range of energies covered by this tail, and 
we presume this to be the cause.

Finally, Figure 22 shows the last measurable distribution func
tion, at a delay of two us, before the beam is completely off. The peak 
occurs at 108 volts and the width has increased greatly as the primary 
electrons are no longer present and scattered particles are predominant. 
The high energy tail is pronounced in comparison to the other plots, and 
the symmetry of the distribution indicates a thermally randomized group 
of particles.

One final experiment was attempted, the results of which appear
in Figure 23. This was an attempt to measure the low energy electrons
arising in the plasma at higher neutral pressures. The beam was run at

-5178 eV and 44 ma, while the neutral pressure was raised to 6.3 x 10 
Torr. The delay time was adjusted to .65 ms after beam turn-off, a 
typical plasma lifetime. Since plasma electron temperatures are ex
pected to be near 2.5 eV, the energy sweep was limited to 10 eV maxi
mum and only the region surrounding the distribution was plotted. The 
actual peak value of the distribution measured is 2.0 eV and the plot 
is rather narrow. It is thought that the plasma sheath extending across
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the first grid acts as a filter to keep low energy electrons inside the 
plasma and only allows those with energies comparable to the sheath 
potential to enter the analyzer. The corresponding peak value and ac
cepted plasma energy is a source of great hope for future low energy 
measurements.

Numerical methods employed to differentiate the sampled integral 
distributions are now briefly discussed. There are many negative as
pects of this method, including the double discretization errors arising • 
from the analog-digital conversion and converse process. Also, it is 
felt that the % LIA is more sensitive to differential changes than the
simple integrated output from the -sampling 1 scope. Positive factors

1/2are present in the ability to include the (E) factor in the calcula
tion and the variety of processing techniques, available for noise re
duction. If a suitable LIA process is found though, the simplicity of 
the electronic method will undoubtedly prevail.

The mechanics of the method are easily presented. Minimum reso
lution obtainable on the X-Y recorder is one volt, so all digitization 
was performed on this base. After data are tabulated on an arbitrary 
amplitude scale for the entire energy range, a simple rate of change 
calculation is performed with averaging over two adjacent intervals and 
the one being calculated. Output values are plotted by a page plotting 
routine to facilitate graph reconstruction. No other averaging or pro
cessing was used, because it was felt that visual curve fitting on input 
and output would provide as good, if not better, results. No problems 
were encountered other than a tendency of differentiated values to group 
at.single values, producing a step pattern in the output plot. It is
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uncertain what numerical improvements could be made to eliminate this 
effect f as the problem lies in the constant slopes occurring for an 
integrated distribution. The LIA does not suffer from this essential 
insensitivity; but it does have the opposite problem, too much sensi
tivity to small variations such as noise.

The sampling process makes the GESA a much more powerful device, 
but serious complications arise when electronic differentiation* is also 
used. Not only does a low sampling rate create a higher noise level, 
but the sampling process tends to accentuate random fluctuations"in the 
input signal when peaks are sampled rather than the average level. More 
research is definitely needed to explore the optimum combinations of LIA 
and sampling unit and realize the full potential of time resolved 
operation.



CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

A gridded electrostatic energy analyzer has proven to be an 
effective plasma diagnostic instrument * Our experiments have estab- . 
lished the operation of the device to be within acceptable accuracy and 
ease of measurement standards, although further development is indicated 
for the sampled differential mode. Previously reported research by Mix 
et al. on the sampled operation of a GESA has been synthesized with 
existing techniques for use with plasmas to produce a time resolved, 
plasma instrument. The future work required for electronically differ
entiated time resolution awaits the development of a new plasma ex
perimental system and the arrival of improved support instrumentation.

4.1 Operational Results 
The most satisfactory performance was obtained in the steady 

state, differentiated mode of Section 3.2. The observed reasons for 
this superior operation were: high signal-to-noise ratio, high input
impedance at the LIA, and excellent repeatability in output data. The 
distribution functions produced were consistent with expected profiles, 
and the minor anomolies found can be easily treated as a systematic 
error. In a plasma environment the analyzer functioned without apparent 
flaws and produced an excellent series of distributions showing the 
annihilation of the electron beam with increasing neutral pressure. In 
attempts to improve sampling performance, the steady state method

. 6 4
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operated with LIA input shunts as low as 50 ohms without any serious 
degradation of performance. This is taken to indicate that problems 
in sampled operation are not due to the low input impedance specifi
cally, but instead result from a combination of negative factors. It 
is possible that the high speed performance at 50 ohms may be used di
rectly with the LIA in some manner to combine the best features of both 
sampling and steady state modes.

The major problem with steady state operation and all low pres
sure analyzer operation was the negative peak and energy offset that 
appear together in the distribution functions. The energy offset varied 
directly with the input beam energy and neutral pressure, but did not 
seem affected by input current over wide ranges. While it is still be
lieved that space charge is the cause of this problem, the absence, of 
input current dependence and the low current level at which it occurs 
seem to negate this conclusion. The absolute correspondence of the 
negative peak to input beam energy for wide ranges of other variables 
is a definite clue in the search for a physical explanation to the 
anomolous behavior and may even give a convenient method of calibrating 
the analyzer energy scale.

Sampling performance was disappointing in its failure to be 
compatible with electronic differentiation, but marginal operation was 
obtained for large SV^ and implied that full operation in the sampled 
mode may be possible in the new system. Three factors combined to make 
the sampled operation noisy: the low input impedance and small detected
signal, inherent sensitivity of the sampler to peak noise levels, and 
high sample trigger timing jitter. The input impedance is not
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specifically a fault, but only a limiting factor in performance. The 
existing sampled data were taken at 50 ohms and, as mentioned, the LIA 
operated reliably with this input shunt impedance. On the other hand, 
a fundamental limit of the sampling process is presented by the noise 
sensitivity. When a sample is taken, the stored value will be whatever 
voltage appears at the input during the acquisition window.. Any noise 
•level that has a peak deviation comparable to the desired average value 
will cause high levels of output fluctuation to occur. Finally, the 
trigger pulse must accurately time the samples at the same point in the 
time varying input wave. If any jitter of the same magnitude as the 
input decay.time is present, then samples with large random variations 
will be taken as the sampling point shifts in time.

Even with the above reservations , data that verif ied the e-x̂ -- 
pected operation were produced, and the correlation of predicted plasma 
energy values to those determined by the sampled plasma distribution 
was gratifying. When co-axial delay lines can be used to delay the 
trigger signal, electronic differentiation may finally become possible. 
New sampling and Lock-In instrumentation may also improve the noise 
immunity of the full differentiated method.

4.2 Future Recommendations
Further developmental work will primarily concern the sampling 

operation? however some exploration of the anomolous operation at low 
pressure may also be in order. In addition, new materials for the grid 
structures should be researched for improved reliability under high 
input current loads. A final topic may be the development of a high
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speed, time resolved, integrating analyzer to bypass the sampling sensi
tivity to noise.

There are two phases of research involved in improvement of the 
GESA: near term modifications, and long term advanced design. Most of
these recommendations involve the near term as a natural extension of 
the present work.

The near term improvements consist of experimentation in the new 
EMP system, employment of more accurate trigger delay for the sampler, 
and investigation of the compatibility of other Lock-In-Amplifiers in 
the system. With these improvements, electronic differentiation should , 
be possible for all but the most demanding noise levels. The use of a. - 
repeller grid to eliminate the supposed space charge offset might also 
be fruitfully researched, or some theory presented to account for and 
calculate the observed effects at low pressure.

In the long term, a different strategy is proposed. The use of 
sampling to produce time resolution will always compound the problems 
/associated with LIA operation. The process is similar to second order 
differentiation of the input signal and will accentuate noise levels as 
in all differentiation operations. It is proposed that the analyzer be 
operated in a different type of time resolved mode that allows integra
tion of much of the noise. The method would involve pulsing the dis
criminator grid from an extremely high repulsive potential to the 
desired discriminating voltage for a small time window. The collector 
would be operated at an extremely high load resistance and would essen
tially act as a capacitor to store the charge deposited during the time 
window. . In the time before the next sample was needed, the resulting
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voltage would be measured and the collector•discharged for the next 
cycle. Additional integrating capacitance could be added to the col
lector circuit if necessary, and with the input of some amplifiers ex- 

8ceeding 10 ohms a suitably long storage time should be available. The 
requirements for high speed switching now fall on the discriminator grid 
circuit where they may be isolated from the detection circuits. In 
addition, the currently high grid to collector capacitance may be low
ered by increasing the grid spacing since no particular time interval 
is required for transit from grid to collector. Having eliminated tran
sit time as a limiting factor on sampling performance, all the other 
factors that benefit from increased spacing could be improved. For this 
reason alone the switched grid method should be researched? however an 
additional positive factor is the. effectiye isolation of the collector 
and detection instrument from any noise in the plasma system during the 
sensing period. The discriminator grid acts as an electrostatic shield 
when it is biased to a high repulsive potential allowing collector 
charge measurement to take place in a quiet environment. No such in
strument has ever been reported as an electrostatic analyzer to the 
author's knowledge, making the development of such a technique a unique 
addition to present methods.

In summary, an instrument testing the limits of measurement for 
energy distributions in a plasma has been built and operated with a high 
degree of success. The performance limitations arising in sampled oper
ation will respond well to simple external improvements, and the develop
ment of the proposed new sampling method may provide a powerful new 
technique for GESA operation in a plasma.
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